
Well… I guess this is what I get for complaining that my job was not challenging enough.  I went from 

being a materials manager struggling to find enough work to keep busy and definitely not being 

challenged, to being a site manager again, this time with all of my staffing flying off the rail.  Granted, 

the staffing issues aren’t all that unusual, just that in Wind I was a little more qualified to answer 

customer questions when I had an issue with absent or green technicians.  To summarize:  

• The site manager has gone home for R&R/vacation for the next 3 weeks   

• My lead TA (whom the site manager has relied on to answer all questions about how to build a 

power plant) has gone home due to a family emergency, it is uncertain whether he will return 

• The mechanical TA, who has filled in for the lead TA during his previous absences, was supposed 

to return this week from R&R, but has not.  He was very ill most of this week, and compounding 

that issue is the fact that he might be returning home to deal with a potential family emergency 

• My electrical TA is green 

• My mechanical TA (who was sent to provide assistance when the lead TA went home for his 

emergency) is green 

• The customer accelerated their construction schedule by 3 weeks, meaning the steam turbine 

TA, who wasn’t supposed to show up until the end of August, needs to be on site yesterday 

• Since the steam turbine TA isn’t on site all technical questions are being directed towards me 

So yea… You could say I’m feeling a bit challenged right now.  But it’s good!  I’m happy to finally be busy 

again; to be in a position where I’m not struggling to fill the hours and where my brain is actually 

engaged for more than a few minutes each day.  Onward and upward! 

I had several people respond last week concerning the picture I had posted of my new friend.  One of 

whom told his wife that she should stop complaining about the spiders they have in the States.  I would 

agree with this statement, with the proper wording.  One should not complain about spiders as long as 

the spiders one is complaining about can be killed with a shoe.  When it gets to the point where a 

sledgehammer (or a .22 rifle) is required to kill said creature, then the complaining may begin with 

earnest.  That said, Ralph and I are getting along very well.  By getting along, I mean it probably 

shouldn’t surprise you to see the following headline in the next few days “Man burns down Brazilian 

hotel while trying to kill a spider.”  “Things started out ok, but when the spider threw my boot back at 

me I knew I was in trouble,” said an unidentified man on Saturday.  “Things really got crazy when I broke 

out the flamethrower, but I just knew that a can of hairspray and a lighter wasn’t going to cut it.” 

For those of you who expressed concern about my diet, it should relieve you to know that I wound up 

cooking authentic Mexican food for dinner Monday night.  My dinner primarily consisted of Sloppy Joes; 

however, I also had chips and salsa with it, that makes it Mexican food.  A special thanks goes out to my 

benefactors D & B who were so kind as to provide all the materials for my Monday evening meal.  The 

unfortunate thing about this meal is that it means I now have dirty dishes sitting in my sink.  I’m 

seriously considering just throwing my dishes out and just buying new ones… this is a normal reaction to 

dirty dishes, right?  UPDATE: My Thursday housekeeper is the best!  Not only did she not insist on 

putting the faux blanket and sham pillows back on the bed, she washed my dishes.  Score! 



In this week’s episode of “Spot that funny sign in the bathroom of a foreign country” I’m happy to bring 

to you the proper methods for using a toilet (and sink).  First off (1), I think I should probably be 

offended that I am not allowed to pray in the bathroom… though perhaps it is just saying that I should 

not worship the porcelain throne, I guess that would be acceptable.  Next (2), I’m curious as to why only 

midgets and children 

whose feet cannot 

touch the ground, 

are allowed to sit 

upon the toilet.  Try 

as I might, I really 

couldn’t come up 

with a good (i.e. 

funny) translation 

for 3 or 4.  As for 5, I 

want to know why 

Batman isn’t allowed 

to use the 

bathroom… That 

man has just as 

much right to go as 

the rest of us.  Speaking of going, does the last picture (6) tell me that it is ok to “go where no man has 

gone before?”  My momma always told me not to pee in the sink.  I find it strange (and slightly 

exhilarating) that the law of diminishing returns does not seem to apply to toilet humor.  See, that joke 

was funny for two reasons, number one… and number two. 

Ok, enough poop jokes (hehe, he said poop!), it’s time for me to get back to work. 


